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Condition: New. 232 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Ritual and Ceremonial
Buildings details the formation and historical development of ritual architecture, from the
Confucian ritual concept to the sacrificial architecture of the Ming and Qing dynasties. The term
ritual architecture is applied to buildings and structures constructed for sacrificial purposes, such as
altars and temples. In feudal China, altars and temples were built according to strict traditions, and
so naturally ritual buildings became an important part of China s ancient architecture. The first
part of Ritual and Ceremonial Buildings traces ritual architecture as it developed from the
Confucian philosophy that advocated the governing of the country by rites. In the second part, Sun
Dazhang details these buildings with beautiful color photographs and explanatory captions,
highlighting the artistic significance of the spectacular altars, temples and halls of ancient China. As
Confucianism became a national philosophy, the sacrificial altars and temples for worship began to
fall under the direct control of the government. Their magnificence today can very well be
compared with that of imperial palaces, large monasteries, and Taoist temples. This volume most
notably...
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Very useful for all group of people. It is amongst the most incredible pdf i actually have read through. Its been written in an extremely straightforward way
and it is just right after i finished reading through this pdf by which basically modified me, change the way i think.
-- Felicia Nikola us
These sorts of ebook is the ideal book o ered. It can be writter in simple terms rather than confusing. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i advised this
publication to understand.
-- Mr . Aleja ndr in Mur phy PhD
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